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Details of Visit:

Author: blade man
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 17 Apr 2019 11:15
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 75
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

gfe ,very clean and professional. Always hot ladies, well organised with easy parking. Was here to
see Darcie and make sure she was up for seeing my partner. We have been before, but she wants
to visit and see a hot young girl on her own next time, while I wait in reception.

The Lady:

Darcie is as her pics on the web site. GORGEOUS!! In my opinion, very much like Sarah Hyland
from Modern Family. Long, jet black hair, slim, tanned and smoking hot. She was wearing a black
lace number today

The Story:

Sorted out the paperwork and showered. I had decided what I wanted as I know what my partner
wants when she comes for her visit. Darcie was sure she would be able to satisfy my lady. We
started with kissing and fondling, touching tongues and she grabbed my cock while I tweaked her
HARD nipples. Her boobs are gorgeous and perky- a lovely shape and size. Then she gave me a
great, sloppy BJ, deep throat with loads of spit. Up she came and gave my nipples attention, licking.
biting and spitting in my mouth, all the while rubbing my cock. Then I had her on all fours, spread
her wet pussy open and ate her stunning pink pussy. Her pussy and arse smelt of sex and I had a
good sniff of her girly aroma. She enjoyed my tongue deep in her anus, really enjoyed eating both
her holes and sucking her clit. Plenty of sloppy oral both ways, 69, and kissing between position
changes. Finished with Darcie pissing into my mouth, lovely golden, salty stream into my mouth.
Then 69, eating her pissy fanny while I shot my load into the condom. A really hot, wet half hour
with all my partner could want. Will return to treat her to the delights of Darcie ASAP
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